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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (94)

Hello Ciro,
Feb 07,1979 bacolod city, philippines 12:55PM
I went to Albany, AU for my 2013 like you said...I blew 5000 I was
saving for Hawaii vacation... when I came back I was held at custom b/c of
my bamboo plant, interrogated but I cried when they told me they had to
incinerate my lucky bamboo w/c survived australian and u.s customs....
Now I am suffering from my enemies...at work and personal life...SR
Last year 2012 my mars was on 12th house...this year is on 7th....
Could you tell me please, if my hidden enemies are coming out
aggressively to attack me? When does SOlar Return 2012 ends its influence?
FOR ME?
WHat should I do to protect myself. EXORCISE MY MARS and
anything else SATURN TOO 3RD HOUSE? URANUS 8TH? MY MOON
AND PLUTO ARE IN 5TH?
At work I am being harassed. Should I hire a lawyer, and will I win?
WHen is the best transit to pursue these?
SHOULD I CHANGE JOBS? PROVINCE TO LIVE???
Ciro, please help me out here!
Sincerely, MKirsten

Dear MKirsten,
it is not possible to close a budget about an Aimed Solar Return a week
after the birthday...
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ASR 2013 Albany Australia For Marie Kirsten

Yes, last year is true you had a heavy 12^ House and you have suffered
the action of the secret enemies.
This year, with Mars in VII House some of these "friends" will remove
from them the mask and they will openly act, but this is a good thing. You,
meanwhile, get great up-dates.
Think about shining your Jupiter closed to the MC and Venus in 6^
House and then exorcizes a lot: quarrel with so many people that don't
count anything in your life.
Quarrel with merchants that are not kind, quarrel with the ill-mannered
and aggressive strangers, quarrel a lot, but without lawyers, otherwise risks
to spend all of your savings.
Your problem has deep in origins but year after year you will be better.
It is your Neptune radix in the VII House and opposite to the Moon that
makes you look at the others with worry.
Besides you suffer of the "syndrome" of the foreigner that is not an illness,
but it is a feeling justified by the fact that also most civil people have a small
prejudice toward the foreigners.
You go on for your road and work for being excellent in your job: this
will be the medicine for the sadness that today makes you suffer a lot.
Think an important thing: these people make you the war because they
feel envy for you. They are some mediocrities and they would like to be
Napoleon Bonaparte.
Therefore, listen to me: work a lot, study a lot, and the beautiful Jupiter
at the MC and the Venus in 6 ^ House they will bring you many gifts. Every
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year you will be stronger and independent.
Best wishes.

Cirro, Thank you so much!
Your exorcize advice is my specialty, I suppose. I have mars, sun, and
mercury conjunction in natal...squares the erratic and genius uranus *laughs*
When I went for my first SR, with your advice, it was a great plunge,
that leap of faith is sure a rare but a great blessing. I am very much interested
in astrology, and I want to study it formalIy.
This site is so insightful, and your advice is a great gift to us all.
God works in mysterious ways. He gives us the universe, and he teaches
us in codes (astrology), and it is up to us to learn how to read it.
You make a great service to mankind, my dear friend, Ciro! God bless
you always and your family!
MKirsten

Dear MKirsten,
yes, study a lot of Astrology! Astrology is a great mistery. At times God
can use also a not religious man as me to help the others.
The Good and the Evil exist and in this space there are so many people
that exclusively pursue the Good!
Don't waste your time with small small people and make to grow more
your knowledge every day!
Best wishes.
***

Dear Master,
I thank you for your answer but I have not understand " bear also some
stabbed in the back " can become clearer? In any case, my Venus in 11 RS
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it is the help which you brought me.
I have buy your book astrologie active.
Thank you again
Marguerite of France (21 02 1959 07H40 to Sorgues)

Dear Marguerite,
it means that you probably have to suffer some hits of a dagger in your
back: bad actions, perhaps treasons.
But you was able to lower a lot your negative level after this Aimed
Solar Return.
Best regards.
***

Dear Ciro,
I trust that you and your loved ones are all happy and in good health:).
Best wishes to you all!
1)Following your advice for my 2013 SR, I went to Wanaka, NZ. (I
truly hope I had escaped the frightening grouping of celestials in my 12th
house at my actual place of living:).)
My husband and I spent a wonderful time before and after the day of the
SR as NZ is a very beautiful country, but there are also some facts I believe
I need to report: a) On the day after the SR, one of my camera lenses (an
expensive one and the most important) stopped working all of a sudden
without any breakage, hit or whatever external influence. I had to replace it
with a new one. b)
On the way back we had problems with 2.5 kg of excess luggage. We
often travel and had not had any troubles for a kilo or two, but now they
wanted us to pay 200 NZD or decrease the weight.
The problem was solved with me throwing some items out of my luggage,
unfortunately. c) Back from the travel, my car did not want to start. It’s true
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there were 2-3 cases in the last 2 months in which it was difficult to start up,
but this time it really didn’t go. The solution was buying a new accumulator.
I don’t know how much the above really has to do with the SR, some
may be just a coincidence but my limited astro knowledge tells me that the
3rd (the car and the lenses=photography?) and 7th (luggage dispute?) houses
may have been involved. Am I right?
2)Dear Ciro, coming from my experience I would very kindly ask you
to help with my family SRs for 2013.
The whole arrangement of the travel (especially if it is a far journey)
takes time and resources, so the sooner it is organized the better. (For some
destinations it is even hard to find tickets at normal prices 3 months before
departure.)
Birth dates: Laura- 16 June 1986/ Peter- 24 September 1990/ Mike22 July 1959. All were born at: 27e55, 43n13.
Thank you very much for your help and advice!
With deep respect and wishes for all the best,
Vicky
Sorry, master, I have forgotten to write the birth times.
Once again, now all birth data:
Laura –16 June 1986, 2:15 pm, 27e55, 43n13;
Peter - 24 September 1990, 2:15 pm, 27e55, 43n13;
Mike- 22 July 1959, around 6:30-7:00 am, 43n13
Thank you very much!
Kind regards,
Vicky

Dear Vicky,
welcome back!
I hope that you are entering very well in the spirit and in the tecnique of
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the Active Astrology. As you know ALL that there is in a sky of an Aimed
Solar Return, in positive and in negative, has to live. Otherwise the ASRs
would not work!
You are the owner of a stellium in the VII House with Mars! At least you
have to wait many many quarrels in the next months: with private citizens,
with law, with robbers, with your relatives...
"But it is impossible! I went to Wanaka in New Zealand!". Yes, Vicky,
but Mars has to make its dirty work in the VII House.
"But why you did placed Mars there?". Because we have received, in
the change, a wonderful Jupiter closed to MC and a fantastic Venus in the
6^ House (please, read all the meanings on my Transit and Solar Returns, if
you will able to find it).
To pay a lower price to Mars in the VII House, exorcise, exorcise and
exorcise again!
The camera and the lenses are a possession of the 2^ House and in the
hours near the birthday we will have almost always extraordinary facts! If
you observe your 2013 ASR you will see that Saturn is on the border of the
cusp (2^/3^ Houses).
I would recommend you to appraise that you could have been born few
minutes after the schedule that you are using now.
For the Aimed Solar Returns of all your relatives, please, send me different
request, one every 10-20 days. Thank you.

ASR 2013 Wanaka New Zealand For Vicky
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P.S. The most greater part of my students begin to study from my
The New Treatise of Astrology and instead, to understand well the
meaning of every House, before every other thing, it is very important
to study well my The New Guide to Astrology and The Reading of
the Natal Chart.
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